
Televic returns to ISE 
2024 with an expanded 

presence

At this year’s ISE, Televic is proud to present its expanded product portfolio. Beyond big institutions 
and formal meetings, the company is now extending its reach. Televic brings its innovative products to 
a wider range of settings, including corporate gatherings, rental events, and guided tours featuring the 
recent acquired Unite product range. All of this strengthens Televic’s overall commitment: creating better 
understanding for all, in every scenario. This new philosophy is set to be officially launched during ISE. 

For the first time, Televic introduces a live demo room at its booth, featuring the all-in-one multimedia 
solution: uniCOS. This ultimate solution for hybrid meetings, complete with the newly introduced hands-
free microphone mode, promises to revolutionize meeting experiences.  

BARCELONA -  Televic, a leading innovator in the AV industry, 
is set to make a return to ISE 2024 with a larger booth than ever 
before. The international trade show, renowned as the largest 
exhibition for the AV industry, takes place from January 30 until 
February 2 in Barcelona.
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Additionally, Televic will also launch D-Cerno 2.0 with its innovative central engine. The importance of an 
easy-to-use and reliable discussion system has never been more pronounced. The new D-Cerno central 
unit combines all features of quick setup and recording on-device or externally with easy integration with 
3rd party systems. Equipped with dual USB ports, network-based AES-67 connection, and analog I/O, it 
provides a flexible interface to a PC, hybrid meeting platform, DSPs, or external AV equipment. Routing the 
audio to the correct interface is made easy with the audio configuration capabilities.

Attendees are invited to visit Televic at booth 3F150 to experience firsthand the customized solutions 
tailored for various meeting scenarios. Televic’s team will guide visitors through the features of its  products, 
ensuring a perfect fit for their unique requirements. 


